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From: The Russells [russcomm@shaw.ca]

Sent: August 10, 200412:25 PM

To: Jennifer Nell Barr (E-mail)

Subject: Re: 610 Avalon

Simple enuf: Plumbing permit says it was moved Sept 1914 from "lot now used by S.Park Sch" and
was owned by Mrs. Edith QUinlan, and gives old Legal. ,Mrs. Q is listed in assessment rolls for that
Legal, at 660 Michigan, as paying taxes on $1,500 for land onl~n May 18~ In July 18<8 she paid
taxes on $1,500 land and $1,500 improvements. QE.D.

I'm sure your paid help has found all there is to know about #589 long ago.
And the Rudlin house so far is not as obliging, with a paper-trail. Not, of course, nearly as

distinguished a house as the other two. But, heck, we still can't find any early pix for our own house!
Cheers, NR

- Original Message -
From: Jennifer Nell BarrJE-maiU
To: 'The Russells'
Sent: Monday, August 09, 2004 9:39 PM
Subject: RE: 610 Avalon

No, how did you find that out??? We have been wanting to know where it came from I!! And
what about 589 Toronto, which was also moved from somewhere? Do your sources tell you
about that?

So why can't you figure out where your Rudlin house is from???
Jennifer.

-----Original Message-----
From: The Russells [mailto:russcomm@shaw.ca]
Sent: August 9, 2004 6:25 PM
To: Jennifer Barr
Subject: 610 Avalon

1 expect you know already that this house, with the handsome semi-circular front balcony,
was moved from what is now the S.Park School parking lot, beside the Annex, in 1914. And
according to Assessments, was built there by Edith Quinlan in 1892/3.

Much buggered about in the back, suited, and stuccoed, now, of course.
NR
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